Introduction
During the past year, more than 80 new loci have been assigned to Chromosome (Chr) 3, including 15 genes and a large number of anonymous DNA markers. This wealth of markers makes it increasingly difficult to represent the genetic maps of mouse chromosomes in traditional formats. In this report, map positions for Chr 3 loci are presented in tabular form. A traditional graphic representation of Chr 3 is available in the first and second committee reports (103, 103a) .
This report provides an updated locus list and map, updated strain distribution patterns for recombinant inbred lines, recombination data from seven large multilocus crosses, a new map entirely based on PCRbased microsatellite loci that span Chr 3, and primer sequences for a large number of markers that can be detected by the PCR.
Locus list and chromosome map
The main features of Chr 3 loci are presented in Table  1 . Map positions were calculated by Seldin using the methods previously described (103,103a) . Entries that have been added or changed since the previous report are marked with an asterisk. The map positions are composites based on a large number of measurements. The 95% confidence intervals for the primary data are in most cases greater than 2 cM, and those for the composite data are greater than 5 cM. As discussed in the previous reports, there may be errors in the indicated gene orders for closely linked loci that have not been mapped in the same cross.
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The map positions that are listed alphabetically in Table 1 are also listed in order of increasing distance from the centromere in Table 2 , providing a tabular representation of the Chr 3 map.
Data on gene order obtained from seven multilocus crosses are summarized in Fig. 1A . Unambiguous gene order can be determined only for loci that were mapped within the same cross. The data from the seven crosses generate a consistent gene order. The quantitative data from these crosses are presented in Fig. lB.
PCR primers for Chr 3 loci
The development of PCR-based assays that detect genetic variation has greatly reduced the time and effort required for genotyping, as well as the amount of genomic DNA required per assay. PCR primers amplify products of different lengths as a result of variation in simple sequence repeat length. Published gene sequences have been used to derive primers that detect variation at known loci. In addition, a large number of primers that detect (CA)n repeat length variation have been developed from anonymous genomic clones by the Mouse Genome Center at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) (37). Primer sequences for 72 Chr 3 loci of both types are presented in Table 3 .
Microsateilite map of Chr 3
During the past year, microsatellite markers have been widely adopted by many investigators as convenient and reliable genetic markers. The presence of variation among inbred strains, the reproducibility of as- 
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Recombinant inbred lines
Like multilocus backcrosses, RI lines provide a cumulative mapping resource. New loci can be mapped by typing the existing RI lines and comparing strain distribution patterns with the corresponding data for previously typed markers. Strain distribution patterns for Chr 3 loci that have been typed on RI lines are presented in Fig. 2 .
Anchor loci
In the last report we recommended use of six anchor loci to facilitate integration of new genetic data with the current map. It is too early to judge the effectiveness of this recommendation, that is, the degree to which investigators will type these loci in new crosses. To fill in the gaps in the previous anchor map, we recommend two additional microsatellite markers. Either D 3 M i t 5 or D 3 M i t 2 7 will divide the 28-cM interval between 11-2 and G b a approximately in half. D 3 M i t 1 9 provides a marker for the distal end of Chr 3; it is located approximately 20 cM distal to A d h -1 . A subset of these well-mapped anchor markers can be selected to divide Chr 3 into convenient intervals: c e n t r o m e r e -6 -C a r -2 -9 -11-2 -9 -D 3 M i t 5 ,
D 3 M i t 2 7 -I 1 -D 3 M i t 2 2 -8 -G b a -5 -T s h b -2 -A m y -1 -12 -E g f -6 -
A d h -1 -13 -D 3 M i t l 9 .
Conserved linkage relationships
Mapping of genes has identified syntenic relationships between mouse Chr 3 and four human chromosomes: 1, 3, 4, and 8. The position of these mouse Chr 3 genes and their relationships to the chromosomal positions of the human homologs are shown in Table 5 . These data suggest that rearrangements of chromosomal segments during mouse evolution have resulted in three separate homology groups with human Chr 4 and two separate homology groups with human Chr 3. In addition, the conserved linkage relationship with human Chr 1 spans the centromere of this chromosome. Long-range restriction site analysis has also indicated very strong conservation of some of these relation- Table 1 and Fig. 1A . The approximate lengths, in cM, of the intervals observed in each cross are presented here. We included only crosses with at least six markers analyzed in at least 80 meiotic events, with the exception of cross 6, which provides data for anchoring the composite maps with respect to the centromere. (Note: Cross 4, n = 92) 
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